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The only coins published of this mint are of the reign of
Muhammad Shah. The two specimens in this collection are dated
a. h. 1150, the twentieth year of that king's reign.
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Qanauj was the scene of the battle between Sh&* Shah and
Humayun, which resulted in the latter being driven from India in
a.h. 947. A fort was built by the conqueror a few miles out of Qanauj,
and called after him Sh^rgarh. The Suris established a mint there
for copper, which was retained by Akbar during the first years of
Ms reign. On the Suri coins the mint name appears as Qanauj, alias
Shdrgarh. On Akbar's dams the latter name seems to have changed
to Shahgarh, the ' Shah ' being plain on No. 515. No coins are published
of this mint after 969 till the reign of Muhammad Shah, when the
double name ' Shahabad Qanauj ' appears. Whether this represents
another change from Shahgarh to Shahabad, or whether it refers to
Qanauj and the adjacent town of SMhabad in the Hardoi district of
Oudhs is not very clear. The former seems more probable, for I find
a passage in the Tdrikk-i-Hindf (R D.9 VIII. 46) which speaks of
'the fort of Chachandi near Shahabad Qanauj ', as if the latter were
a single town with a double name.
Eupees of Ahmad Shah and 'ilamgtr II are also known of this
mini
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in	^acquired by Bdbar after many vicissitudes
-* HumaJ;unsj!brotller Askari was governor of the province
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prevailed upon to put himself under the protection

